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SUN Collision Offers Two-Month Complementary Subscription 
with Purchase of John Bean Tru-Point ADAS Calibration Tool 

 
SAN DIEGO, Calif. – Nov. 16, 2022 – SUN® Collision has teamed up with John Bean® to offer a one-stop 
OEM collision and repair solution that ensures calibrations are done accurately and efficiently for vehicles 
equipped with advanced driver assistance systems (ADAS). As a special deal, auto repair shops that purchase 
a Tru-Point™ ADAS calibration system will receive a complementary two-month subscription to SUN Collision 
Repair Information. 
 
“We’re excited to offer SUN Collision and the Tru-Point ADAS calibration system together as a productivity 
solution. This will help shops significantly streamline every step of the re-calibration process using up-to-date 
OEM procedures so they can get vehicles safely back on the road,” said Chris Bonneau, SUN Collision 
business manager. “The complementary subscription also gives shops the opportunity to see how they can 
further expand their ADAS calibration business, resulting in increased profits and customer satisfaction.” 
 
SUN Collision provides comprehensive OEM repair information and procedures for body and frame, paint and 
finish, and materials for all makes and models. Driven by a powerful 1Search search engine, the software also 
includes a quick link to advanced driver assistance systems (ADAS) information, making it easy to diagnose, 
repair and calibrate ADAS components including sensors, cameras, radar systems and control modules. The 
software’s database is kept current throughout the year, with ongoing updates and repair information for the 
latest model year vehicles.  
 
Tru-Point uses highly accurate advanced camera technology, targets and top-of-the-line software to 
quickly uncover any alignment problems the vehicle might have so shops can perform a perfect ADAS 
calibration. The system not only checks the ADAS-related alignment values, it also closely monitors each step 
of the setup procedure, making sure that the process was completed to meet OEM safety specifications. 
 
For more information, call 877-840-1973 or visit suncollision.com. 
 
ABOUT SUN & JOHN BEAN 
SUN® is a brand of Snap-on, Inc. SUN® Collision Repair Information provides complete, accurate data that 
collision repair facilities can trust to repair any vehicle, in any condition, inside and outside, with maximum 
efficiency. John Bean is a world leading source for automotive undercar service equipment solutions and is one of 
the many brands that Snap-on offers repair shop owners and managers.   
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